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Introduction:  Wade Walker / Lindsay Cowan / Austin Kelly

Microsoft Azure Migrations

 Overview

 Migration Journeys

 Licensing / Cost Management / Optimization

Next Steps

Q & A / Wrap Up

Today’s Agenda



• Business is moving to the Cloud at a rapid pace

• We help companies develop a comprehensive Cloud 

strategy that delivers the right technology at the right time

• Build upon the Microsoft Cloud platform

• Leverage our expertise for Microsoft Cloud consulting, 

licensing, implementation and support

• Together we can help you develop a modern infrastructure 

with an ecosystem of products and services that are: 

• Secure

• Built to work together

• Supported

• Able to grow and pivot as business needs change



Azure Migration
Overview
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Core benefits of 

cloud migration

Moving to the cloud simplifies 

the deployment and 

management of infrastructure 

and allows your business to 

quickly scale based on demands.

Technical benefits

Elasticity and scaling on-demand are huge 

shifts that can help improve how you 

manage, maintain, and pay for your cloud.

Scalability

Availability

Security and compliance

Capacity optimization

Financial benefits

Cloud = flexibility. 

Get more out of what you pay for and 

move away from fixed and upfront spend.

OpEx pricing models

Reduced datacenter footprint

Staff productivity

Sustainability
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Virtual desktop 

infrastructure
Specialized workloadsSAPWeb apps

DevTestLinux and open-source databaseSQL ServerWindows Server

In addition to the factors that trigger your move to the cloud, consider the range of workloads and applications that 

can also be migrated. The examples below depict common workloads that customers migrate to Azure. 

Cloud migration projects



Azure is “The World’s Computer”

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/global-infrastructure/regions/



https://aka.ms/AzureCompliancehttps://products.office.com/en-us/business/office-365-trust-center-welcome

http://www.asd.gov.au/infosec/irap/index.htm
https://www.fisc.or.jp/
https://aka.ms/AzureCompliance
https://products.office.com/en-us/business/office-365-trust-center-welcome




Azure migration journey 



Choice of tools for every stage and every requirement

Azure security and management 

(security, backup, monitoring, 

cost management)

Azure Database Migration Service

Azure Site Recovery

Azure Data Box

Assess Migrate Optimize

Data Migration Assistant

Azure Migrate

SQL Server Migration Assistant

Microsoft



Summarizing Cloud Migration strategies 

Redeploy as-is to cloud

• Reduce CapEx

• Free up datacenter space

• Quick cloud ROI

IaaS

Minimally alter to take 

better advantage of cloud

• Faster, shorter, updates

• Code portability

• Greater cloud efficiency 

(resources, speed, cost)

Containers

PaaS

Materially alter/decompose 

application to services

• App scale and agility

• Easier adoption of new 

cloud capabilities

• Mix technology stacks

PaaS

Serverless

Microservices

New code written with 

cloud native approach

• Accelerate innovation

• Build apps faster 

• Reduce operational cost 

Description

Drivers

Technologies



Rehost
Lift & Shift

Use case

• Want to move to the cloud now but modernize

later and drive instant reduction in TCO

• Looking for the quickest way to unlock the

benefits of a more flexible and scalable

cloud infrastructure

• Want to consolidate data centers, refresh

hardware or looking to move away from

on-premises systems

Benefits

• Potentially high ROI (435% after migration)

• No need to manage data centers or

own/purchase hardware anymore

• Flexible and scalable infrastructure



Refactor
Containers & PaaS

Use case

• Looking to unlock advanced cloud benefits but 

unable or unwilling to change code or rewrite

app for cloud-native functionality

• Using multiple cloud providers and looking

for portability and modern DevOps workflows

• Using multiple stacks and/or OSS at the same

time in the same application

• Need extra capacity for legacy apps, and

on-demand ability to scale

Benefits

• Increased agility with built-in DevOps

• Improved app portability and density

• Existing languages, frameworks and code can

be re-used and extended



Rearchitect
Decompose into Serverless & Microservices

Use case

• Apps need major revisions to add new functionality

or take advantage of cloud capabilities

• Looking to build a scalable, service-oriented 

infrastructure with built-in redundancy that

handles failures gracefully

• Support future growth more effectively with

re-architected, cloud-native applications

Benefits

• Improved performance, scalability, resiliency,

and agility with cloud-native capabilities

• Deliver new capabilities with a modernized

codebase and an architectural revision from 

monolithic to distributed while still leveraging 

existing investments



Rebuild
Build New with Serverless & Microservices

Use case

• Looking to build for cloud-native PaaS environments

from the ground up to eliminate prior technical debt

• Leveraging previous investments in a cloud platform,

e.g. when customer data has already been moved

to the cloud and applications are a logical next step

• Using rapid prototyping and experimentation to 

facilitate business innovation or the scope of an 

existing application is too limited in terms of 

flexibility, functionality or lifespan

Benefits

• Lower application TCO

• Build applications faster and fully leverage

cloud-native capabilities and advantages

• Speed up business innovation and digital 

transformation



Replace
Migrate to SaaS

Use case

• Common business applications and processes take 

too much administrative time, and don’t provide any 

unique business value

• The most useful and effective solutions are not 

always available in an on-premise solution

• The cost and complexity of maintaining individual 

servers and infrastructure for certain applications no 

longer compares well with SaaS offerings

Benefits

• Specialized training and knowledge no longer 

required for mundane business applications

• Access to features and functionality that would 

normally be cost-prohibitive for an organization of a 

given size

• Better and faster support options
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1. https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/hybrid-benefit/

2. https://azure.microsoft.com/reservations/ (For SLES and REHL)

3. https://azure.microsoft.com/reservations/

4. https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/dev-test/

5. https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/spot/#overview

Scale compute at deep 

discounts, up to 90% vs. 

pay as you go pricing.5

Spot virtual machines

Quickly provision and 

deploy. Discounted rates 

on popular services.4

Dev/test offer &

Azure dev/test labs
Save up to 72%3

compared to pay as 

you go pricing.

Azure reservations2

A licensing benefit that helps 

you to significantly reduce 

the costs of running your 

workloads in the cloud. 1

Azure hybrid benefit

Cloud billing models differ from on-premises but create 

meaningful savings opportunities

Azure Calculator ??? 

https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/hybrid-benefit/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/reservations/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/reservations/
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/dev-test/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/spot/#overview


Establish spending objectives 

and policies with guidance from 

the Microsoft Cloud Adoption 

Framework for Azure.

Implement cost controls with 

Azure Policy so your teams can go 

fast while complying with policy.

Control

your costs

Optimize your resources and 

architecture with Azure best practices 

from Azure Advisor.

Save with Azure offers and licensing 

terms like the Azure Hybrid Benefit 

and Azure Reservations for your 

Windows and Linux workloads.

Cost-optimize 

your workloads

Monitor your bill, set budgets, 

and allocate spending to 

teams and projects with Azure 

Cost Management + Billing.

Understand and 

forecast your costs

Microsoft provides solutions to help you 

continually optimize your environment



Azure Cost Management + Billing (Example)





Next Steps
Send email to sales@biggreenit.com requesting more information regarding Azure migrations and 

our Azure Planning Assessment

mailto:sales@biggreenit.com


• Azure Regions: Choose the Right Azure Region for You | Microsoft Azure

• Microsoft Trust Center:  Cloud Data Integrity at its Finest | Microsoft Trust Center

• Azure Hybrid Benefit: Azure Hybrid Benefit—hybrid cloud | Microsoft Azure

• Azure Reserved Instances: Reservations | Microsoft Azure

• Azure Dev/Test: Azure Dev/Test pricing | Microsoft Azure

• Azure Spot VMs: Spot Virtual Machines – Spot Pricing and Features | Microsoft Azure

• Azure Cost Management: Cost Management + Billing - Microsoft Cost Management | Microsoft 

Docs

• Azure Advisor: Azure Advisor – Azure Best Practices | Microsoft Azure

• Azure Cloud Adoption Framework: Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for Azure | Microsoft 

Azure

• BGIT Azure Assessment:  Azure Planning & Migration – Big Green IT

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/global-infrastructure/geographies/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/trust-center
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/hybrid-benefit/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/reservations/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/dev-test/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/virtual-machines/spot/#overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cost-management-billing/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/advisor/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/cloud-enablement/cloud-adoption-framework/
https://www.biggreenit.com/azure-planning-migration/


• LinkedIn

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/waderwalker/

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/lindsaybcowan/

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/a1k/

• Big Green IT:  Azure Assessment

• Microsoft Data Center Optimization (DCO)

• Microsoft Premier Support

• Microsoft SMB Partner Advisory Council

• Microsoft Co-Partner / Partner-to-Partner

• International Association of Microsoft Channel 

Partners (IAMCP)

Questions?


